First Floor
Featured Exhibitions

The Salon
Closed as we install The Ironic Curtain
The Cross Hatch
Guignard Gallery
Theater
Reception Gallery
Boyd Plaza Entrance

Emergency Exit
Restrooms
Elevator
Second Floor
Collection Galleries

The Loft Event Space

Gallery Themes

1. Orientation
2. Gods, Heroes, and Legends
3. Spiritual Beings
4. Legends
5. Art and Identity
6. Low-Light Gallery
7. Vice and Virtue
8. What Gets on the Walls
9. Artists and Influence and The Not-So-Still Life
10. Still Life in Real Life
11. Veils of Atmosphere
12. Objects of Design
13. Art and Industry
14. Focus Gallery
15. Place
16. Artistic Interiors of the Late 19th Century
17. Chance in Art
18. Modern Impulses
19. Postwar Experimentation
20. Contemporary Art